Tarptent Scarp (2010 Revision)

Setup for the revised Scarp fly is identical to the prior setup.

New venting options as as follows:

1. Apex vents now close with a velcro strip. You will likely need to insert your hand under the brim to rip open the velcro during setup. Secure the external clip to the brim loop to prevent the vent from blowing open. For maximum ventilation, hook the two internal clips together to pull the two vent edges together and force them open.

2. Fly doors now slide up the pole and secure to an internal clip. Release the canopy from the tension cord by flipping the small lever on the lightener and slide the fabric up the pole. Secure the canopy at the higher position by hooking the shockcord loop just up the tightener to the clip on the iside of the fly.

3. Rear zippered vents secure under tension out to stakes or looped over top of line tensioner.